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1.0  Introduction 
 
The Species at Risk (SAR) Database is a site-series based management tool developed 
specifically for the Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) variants within a 
particular Timber Supply Area (TSA).  The key functions of the database are:  

1) to alert forest planners and operators of the potential occurrence of 
Species at Risk (SAR) within specific BEC variants, within a TSA of 
interest, and  

2) to provide habitat management guides specific to that particular variant 
within the selected TSA.   

Automated in MS Access, the SAR database has been structured to provide both detailed 
information for office use and summarized management information in the form of a field 
card.  The field card provides both the identifier features for a particular variant, and a 
management guide for each SAR.   
 
The potential occurrence of a SAR within a particular variant is established through the 
identification of that species’ habitat capability (terrain) and suitability (forest cover or 
grassland characteristics, depending on the species).  If the unique suite of requisite 
features indicated on the field card are present, the indicated management guide is then 
followed, directing the user with a set of cover features that should be retained and how 
(partial cut vs clearcut with reserves, WTP or reserve design, access development, etc), 
where possible. 
 
To date, the database has been expanded to include BEC variants in the Kamloops, 
Merritt, Okanagan, Lillooet, and Arrow TSAs.  The entire Kamloops TSA and most of 
the Okanagan, Merritt, and Lillooet TSAs are represented in the database; 4 variants  
within the Arrow TSA are included.  Expanding the database has involved adding new 
variants and populating the database with any additional SAR relevant to those variants, 
as well as expanding relevant entries for existing SAR to where they occur in the added 
variants.   
 
SAR included in the database in 2005-06 were those specified by the Federal Species At 
Risk Act (SARA) Schedule 1, as well as the Provincial government’s Identified Wildlife 
Management Strategy (IWMS 2004) and Section 7 Notices, under the provincial 
legislation, Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA).  In 2006-07, 13 new SAR were 
added as per the spring 2006 update to the provincial Category of Species At Risk under 
FRPA.  Only Mountain Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) are not included because existing 
management committees under LRMPs (Land and Resource Management Plan) provide 
guidelines for relevant licensee operations (ie:  Kamloops and Okanagan TSAs). 
 
Database variables were selected to provide eventual linkage to other GIS layers, 
including BEC variants within the Kamloops TSA, forest cover, PEM, etc., where 
ultimately SAR habitats and locations could be identified in higher level planning.  As 
much as has been possible, SAR entries into the database have been peer reviewed by 
relevant species’ experts.  The SAR database will require annual maintenance to keep the 
information and SAR current.   
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Version 1.0 was produced in 2006-07, applying feedback from users who had used the 
original MS Access SAR database produced in 2005-06.  Several improvements were 
collectively agreed to in a users’ workshop held in November 2006.  In summary, fields 
were standardized as much as possible, key information was made more readily 
accessible, the database was created as a server based application, and overall user-
friendliness was improved. 
 

1.1  Background and Rationale 
 
The final piece of a 3 part federal legislation regarding Species At Risk was passed in 
2004.  The federal Species At Risk Act (SARA) requires provincial governments to 
provide the mechanism to manage Schedule 1 listed Species At Risk.  The British 
Columbia provincial government’s response to the federal legislation was to improve the 
existing Identified Wildlife Management Strategy; the upgrade was released June 1, 2004 
and is referred to as IWMS 2004.  Since the release of IWMS 2004, Section 7 Notices for 
specific Schedule 1 SAR have been released by the provincial government under the 
Forest and Range Protection Act (FRPA).  Section 7 Notices provide the management 
framework for each Forest District for a particular SAR within a landscape context; each 
SAR listed has a quota for impact to the Timber Harvest Land Base (THLB) as well as 
number of Wildlife Habitat Areas (WHA) where essentially little or no timber harvest 
activity is permitted. 
 
In spring 2006, the provincial Category of Species At Risk was updated to include 
Additional Species At Risk.  Over the past two years, the provincial government has 
updated and improved provision of WHA information addressing existing and additional 
SAR.   
 
Michael Bragg, RPF, of Tolko Industries Ltd. initiated the SAR database as a 
management tool prior to the SAR legislation, in response to concerns of critical habitat 
feature loss during salvage operations after the 2003 summer wildfires.  Ministry of 
Water, Land and Air Protection (now Ministry of Environment) supported the concept of 
the database through Dave Jones, then wildlife manager at the Kamloops office.  Since 
then, the management tool has evolved to directly address IWMS 2004.  Currently, 
through Tolko’s original initiative, forest licensees operating in the Kamloops, Merritt, 
Okanagan, Lillooet, and now Arrow TSAs can address the SAR provincial regulations 
with a user-friendly management tool to assist operators with forest development in SAR 
habitats.   
 
To date, Ministry of Environment supports the project through Jared Hobbs, IWMS 
Biologist, who has made suggestions and recommendations for improvement.  It is 
expected that as the database is used and upgraded, gaps in knowledge and available 
information will continue to be identified and addressed.  Furthermore, both Jared Hobbs 
and users have recommended applying images (habitat, species, species tracks, etc) to the 
office mode of the database.   
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2.0  Study Area 
 
The SAR database was completed for the Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification 
(BEC) variants that occur in the Kamloops, Okanagan, Merritt, Lillooet and part of the 
Arrow TSAs.  Table 1 shows the variants in the SAR database for each TSA represented.   
 
Table 1.  BEC variants that occur in the TSAs included in the SAR Database Version 1.0. 
 

Kamloops Okanagan Lillooet Merritt Arrow 

AT  un IDF dk 2 AT un ICH vk 1 CWHms1 CWHms1 
ESSFwc 
1 

AT  unp IDF dk 3 AT unp 
ICH wk 
1 ESSFdv ESSFdc2 

ESSFwc 
4 

BG  xw 1 IDF mw 1 ESSFdc 1 IDF dk 1 ESSFmw ESSFdcp2 ICHdw 

ESSFdc 2 IDF mw 2 ESSFdc 2 
IDF dk 
1a ESSFxc ESSFmw 

ICH mw 
2 

ESSFdcp2 IDF mw 2a ESSFvc IDF dk 2 ESSFxv1 ESSFmwp   

ESSFvc IDF xh 1 
ESSFwc 
1 

IDF mw 
1 IDF dk 1 ESSFxc   

ESSFvcp IDF xh 1a 
ESSFwc 
2 

IDF mw 
2 IDF dk 3 IDFdk1   

ESSFwc 2 IDF xh 2 
ESSFwc 
4 IDF xh 1 IDF dk 4 IDFdk2   

ESSFwcp2 IDF xh 2a ESSFwcp 
IDF xh 
1a IDF xh 2 IDF xh1   

ESSFwk 1 IDF xh 2b ESSFxc IDF xh 2 IDF xw IDFxh2   

ESSFxc IDF xw ESSFwcw
IDF xh 
2a MS dc 1 MSdm2   

ESSFxcp IDF xw  a ICH dw 1 MS dm 1 MS dc 2 MSun   
ICH dk IDF xw  b ICH mk 1 MS dm 2 MS xk MSxk   
ICH mk 1 MS  dm 2 ICH mk 2 MS xk PP xh 2 MHmm2   
ICH mk 2 MS  un ICH mw 2 PP xh 1       
ICH mk 3 MS  xk ICH mw 3 PP xh 2       
ICH mw 2 PP  xh 2           
ICH mw 3 PP  xh 2a           
ICH vk 1 SBPSmk           
ICH wk 1 SBS dw 1           
ICH wk 1c SBS mc 1           
IDF dk 1 SBS mm           
IDF dk 1a SBS un           
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3.0  Methods and Results 
 

3.1  SAR Database Training 
 
Fiscal 2006-07 began with 6 detailed training workshops involving forestry professionals 
invited from all licensees and First Nations operating in the Kamloops and Okanagan 
TSAs.  (Training had been provided to Ainsworth personnel operating in the Lillooet 
TSA as part of the 2005-06 fiscal year.) 
 

3.2  Peer Review 
 
Jared Hobbs, Ministry of Environment, provided extensive information for several new 
SAR added in 2006-07, as well as for existing species already in the database.  Mike 
Sarell continued to answer questions about various species, and together with Sara 
Ashpole provided key information on Spadefoot Toads.  The database was continually 
updated with new information as the reviewers/experts provided it.   
 

3.3  Consultation with Planning Foresters 
 
The database was provided to all licensees for use in the 2006 field season, after some 
preliminary edits were completed.  Consultations with forestry professionals were 
conducted in the form of a workshop held in Kamloops on 9 November 2006.  The 
objective was to gather feedback from field trials and address operational concerns.  The 
workshop was facilitated by Les Laithwaite, RPF, who summarized and provided a list of 
tasks to be completed for the 2006-07 fiscal year, as well as additional tasks that should 
be recommended for successive fiscal year(s).  Les Laithwaite’s summary of the 
workshop results are provided in Appendix 1. 
 

3.4  General SAR Database Upgrades  
 
General updates that were made to the SAR spreadsheet prior to uploading it into the 
Access model include the following:   
 

1. Standardization of all database fields. 
2. Overall edit of each database cell. 
3. Added relevant species to the database from the provincial Ministry of 

Environment 6 June 2006 announcement: Species At Risk Additions to the 
category of species at risk under the Forest and Range Practices Act. 

4. Added relevant provincially Red- and Blue-listed species to the database not yet 
included in the category of species at risk under FRPA but expected to be. 

5. Arrow TSA BEC units (see Table 1) and their relevant SAR; expansion of 
existing SAR entries to added Arrow TSA variants, where relevant. 
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Part of annual maintenance of the database was expected to include updating current 
CDC records of species locations.  However, CDC’s new online application permits users 
to check the same location information that previously required a written request.  As a 
result, the link was applied to the database so that users could readily access the 
information in the office mode. 
 
New habitat information that addresses current information gaps regarding existing 
species at risk already in the database was also added; most of this information was added 
as a result of peer review/consultation. 
 
Table 2 shows the new SAR that were added to the database in 2006-07.  Species At Risk 
Additions announced 6 June 2006 by provincial Ministry of Environment to the category 
of species at risk under Forest and Range Practices Act relevant to the TSAs present in 
the database were added.  As well, SAR not yet included in the provincial Category list of 
Species at Risk but provincially listed as Blue or Red were added; these species are 
expected to be included in future Additions to the category as Ministry of Environment 
enters them into IWMS 2004 documentation.   
 
Table 2.  Additions to SAR database made in 2006-07.   

 TSA 
 Kamloops Okanagan Merritt Lillooet Arrow

Provincial 
Status 

Birds             
American White Pelican x x     x Red 
Brewer's Sparrow, breweri 
subspecies x x       Red 
Great Blue Heron* x x x x x Blue 
Grasshopper Sparrow x x       Red 
Prairie Falcon x x x x x Red 
Peregrine Falcon** x x x x   Red 
Swainson's Hawk** x x x x   Red 
Sandhill Crane x* x x x x Blue 
Sharp-tailed Grouse 
(columbianus subspp) x x x x x Blue 
Williamson's Sapsucker 
(thyroideus subspp)* x x x     Red 
Mammals             
Townsend's Big-eared Bat** x x x x x Blue 
Bighorn sheep x x x x x Blue 
Fisher* x x x x x Blue 
Reptiles             
Racer X x x x x Blue 
Western Skink**   x x   x Blue 
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Western Rattlesnake X x x x x Blue 
**SAR not in category but added       
*SAR added in 2005-06       

 

3.4.1  Programming SAR Database Version 1.0 
 
Forsite Consultants provided initial upgrades and editing to the beta version of the 
database that was created in 2005-06.   The specific tasks completed for this component 
are part of Forsite’s documentation to their work on programming the database to Version 
1.0.  Essentially, they provided programming changes that resulted from the Users’ 
workshop and created Version 1.0 to be a server-based program.   
 

3.5  CDC records onto Landscape Units 
 

Applying Landscape Units to the SAR database management tool was not pursued in 
2006-07 due to insufficient time.  Project time was dedicated to upgrading and enhancing 
the database itself and standardization of database fields took considerably more time 
than originally aniticipated. 

 

4.0  Recommendations 
 
The following recommendations are based on feedback from forest professionals, as well 
as discussions with other professional biologists, and the Project Leader’s growing 
experience working with/building the SAR database.  

 
1. Add images to the SAR database, including the actual SAR, optimal habitat 

structure, and sign, if relevant (tracks, scat, etc). 
2. Linkage to CDC for records access, particularly confidential records currently 

unavailable using CDC’s new and now standard link.  The feasibility of a joint 
agreement to access all records was discussed at a meeting between Michael 
Bragg of Tolko Industries Ltd., Shane Ford, then Acting CDC Director, and the 
Project Leader (Astrid van Woudenberg).  Shane Ford suggested the potential to 
develop a joint project for information exchange, including forest professional 
observation records reported from the field to CDC in a timely fashion, as well as 
forest professional access to all CDC records within an operating area for forest 
development planning. 

3. Plant Species At Risk should be addressed, given the growing number of species 
on the provincial category list of species at risk under FRPA.  Since little 
information often exists for many plant SAR, collaboration with Les Laithwaite 
regarding ecosystems at risk should be pursued.   
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4. WHAs and Section 7 Notice development:  the current SAR database Version 1.0 
does not include current and pending WHA locations; this information should be 
included directly into the database for user availability in office mode.  Current 
Section 7 and WHA information for each TSA was not summarized for inclusion 
into the database due to insufficient amount of time, although access to the 
information has been programmed and links provided.  Detailed information 
should be completed and annually or more frequently updated.  Finally, linkage 
between WHA information and CDC records, as mentioned within the context of 
Item 2 above, should be considered as a potential planning component of the 
database. 

5. Information gaps regarding diurnal raptor inventory, particularly nesting, should 
be addressed. 

6. Continue user feedback until the SAR database is satisfactory as a managmenet 
tool.  In particular, consider adding a section for roads (construction, 
management, traffic, etc) to the field card where relevant. 
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Appendix 1.  Results of SAR Database Users’ Feedback Workshop, 6 Nov. 
2006, Kamloops, BC. 
 
Date: November 13, 2006 
To: Astrid van Woudenberg, Dave Philp,  
From: Les Laithwaite 
Subject: Summary of Nov 9/06 SAR Workshop  

 
Following is the summary of meeting outcomes.  Unless identified as Future, all actions 
are short-term.  Next steps include: 
1. Budgeting to verify short-term actions to be completed this year.   

o David’ view: application actions generally doable but requires budgeting.  
Print function is the issue (item 2). 

o Astrid: budget likely okay for data and information management/acquisition/ 
description  

2. Confirmation of responsibility for actions where there is overlap (Astrid/David) 

Workshop ideas and actions retain the original numbering.  Ideas are grouped based on 
similarity. 

Improvement Ideas Action Budget 
2) Print species detail search • Ability to print search results 

• Future: Ability to pick species 
group and print 

 

3) Have a Sec 7 field 
• Then could query yes/no 
• Right at top of report view with 

BEC/status 

Sec 7 field yes/no 
• Add column 
• Replace site series with Sec 7 for 

search filtering 

 

14) Freeze/retain species column 
when scrolling right 
 

• split column into common name 
& Latin columns to reduce screen 
width frozen column occupies 

• freeze only common name 
column 

 

22) • Provide tab to provide link to the 
reference guide 
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Improvement Ideas Action Budget 
5) Hyper link to WHA/MOE site • Ability to hyper link to 

MOE/WHA site when WHA 
present – button to be added to 
application 

• Two columns; WHA 
pending/WHA approved 

• Indicate number of WHAs in 
each column (0 to ⇒) 

 

 
Improvement Ideas Action Budget 
15) GWM – note if there is a 
Government Order 

• no action as WHA addresses  

16) WHA – include MOE unique 
number 

• Do not need  

12) Address every occurrence where 
multiple occurrences 

• Header could be misleading; 
change report header from 
“occurrence” to “record” 

 

4) Additional management 
considerations description 

• If Sec 7 is “yes” then add “see 
FSP results and strategies” 

 

6) John Surgenor, Michael Burwash 
• BEC search produces too bid a 

list 
• Need to narrow down 

• Can be done with report grouping  

8) How to filter down list? 
• List could lead to over protection 
• Focus is how retention is planned 
• Filter to create a “combined 

species” field card 
• Link to rare ecosystems? 

• See 6 
• Future: more detail linking all 

information for a site to a single 
card 

 

6b) Regionally significant species 
• Earlier draft had them 
• To work back into IWMS 

• Future  

7) CDC Reporting Issues: report 
must tie to features to be included in 
data base (training) 

• Link is in training manual.  A 
link from report view will be 
provided. 

 

10) Means for users to feed data base 
directly 

• Future: needs a process.  Work 
with David D on how to upload 
records to the data base.   
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Improvement Ideas Action Budget 
13) Qualifications to populate the 
data base 
• Official process 
• Licensee generated field 

information 

• See 10 previous  

20) Contact for field information • Include Jared’s email in the 
training manual and CC all 

 

1) Definitions 
a) Add additional codes to 

reduce/compress description 
b) Structural stage, WT class, forest 

cover, age class & any other 
opportunities 

a) Approach 
• Severe edit of descriptions 
• Wrap text 
• Lack of specific information 

tends to increase descriptions 
• See (9) following also 

b) Cursor on column header 
provides pop up with definitions 
for column codes/ranges 

 

9) Lack of data (i.e. slope ranges) 
• Intent is to update data annually 
• Lack of data leads to extra 

professional field assessment 

“Not available” (NA) to be added to 
show information gaps 
• No fields will be left blank 
• Model annually updated 

including GWMs 
• If significant changes/additions 

are involved updating may be 
more than annual 

 

11) Maintenance of data base • See 9  
17) BEC grouping on single lines to 
be split to unique lines/reports 

• Yes  

18) Some information “cut” in 
current version to be added 

• Yes  

19) Means to compress information 
in fields 

• See (1)  

21) • Clean up: drop question marks 
(?) and add comments 

 

23) Potential to develop network 
capability 

• Operational and not FIA eligible 
• Talk to Michael Bragg 

 

24)  • Future: photos and identification 
features built in 
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Appendix 2.  SAR Database Structure:  Fields and their Definitions. 
D

at
ab

as
e 

M
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e:
  

O
ff

ic
e/

Fi
el

d 
C

ar
d 

D
at

ab
as

e 
Se

ct
io

n 
Variable  

(Database Field) Variable Definition 

Species at Risk 
 

English and Latin names for a species that has at the 
very least been provincially Blue-listed, and may 
also be listed in Schedule 1 under SARA, and may 
also occur in IWMS 2004. 

Provincial Status Provincial rank of either Blue or Red-listed.  Blue-
listed species are not immediately threatened, but of 
concern due to characteristics that make them 
particularly sensitive to human activities or natural 
events (MSRM 2002).  Red-listed species have been 
legally designated as Endangered or Threatened 
under the Wildlife Act, are extirpated, or are 
candidates for such designation (MSRM 2002).   
 

TSA Timber Supply Area.  As of 31 March 2006 the 
database includes SAR for Kamloops, Lillooet, 
Merritt, and Okangan TSAs. 

BEC Unit 
 

Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification Unit.  
Wherever possible, the variant was applied; the 
subzone is the broadest unit permitted. The ‘un’-
designated subzone refers to an undifferentiated 
subzone (D. Lloyd pers. comm.). 

Likelihood of Occurrence 
in BEC Unit 

Risk of a particular SAR occurring in a particular 
BEC variant was assessed as High, Moderate-High, 
Moderate, or Moderate-low, Low, or, in some rare 
cases where necessary, Nil was listed.  Risk 
assessment was based directly on IWMS 2004 
documentation where possible, expert opinion, or in 
some rare cases estimated based on information 
available and author experience; peer review was 
sought in latter situations. 

O
ff

ic
e 

Sp
ec

ie
s a

t R
is

k 
G

en
er

al
 In

fo
rm

at
io

n 

WHA Location Wildlife Habitat Area Location as designated by 
Ministry of Environment. 
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WHA Status Status of Wildlife Habitat Area Locations as either 
proposed or confirmed as per quotas for WHA noted 
in Section 7 Notices for each Forest District.  Where 
possible or necessary, status was confirmed with the 
relevant Species at Risk Biologist (J Surgenor for 
Kamloops, Merritt, and Lillooet TSAs; O. Dyer for 
Okanagan TSA). 

SAR Locations Records of species locations requested from and 
provided by Conservation Data Centre (CDC). 

SAR Specialist Contact Name of the biologist who is recognized as a 
particular species expert as a result of their research 
and other work associated with that species.  The 
name is intended to provide a contact should specific 
consultation become necessary. 

Fi
el

d 
C

ar
d 

(F
ea

tu
re

 
Id

en
tif

ie
rs

) 

Site series (talus, rock 
outcrop, xeric, sub-xeric, 
mesic, sub-hygric, 
hygric) 

Qualitative soil moisture regime classification rather 
than quantitative numeric value assigned for the 
range of soil moisture characteristics defined for 
each variant within the Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem 
Classification System. 

Elevation range min (m) Minimum elevation in meters a SAR is expected/has 
been documented to occur at. 

O
ff

ic
e 

Elevation range max (m) Maxmimum elevation in meters a SAR is 
expected/has been documented to occur at. 

Critical aspect 1 Any aspect that may have high capability or is 
absolutely required by a particular SAR is defined as 
South (S), South-East (SE), South-West (SW), West 
(W), East (E), North (N), North-East (NE), North-
West (NW). 

Critical aspect 2 As above, although an aspect of secondary 
importance 

Slope range Where possible, a quantitative value of the range of 
slope a SAR either requires, prefers, or will tolerate 
was provided; for most SAR, such detailed 
information is often not yet available. 

H
ab

ita
t C

ap
ab

ili
ty

 

Key microsite topo 
features (define:  ridge, 
bench, cliff, valley 
bottom, mid-slope, etc) 

Key micro-site topographic features required or 
preferred by a particular SAR, where available. 

Fi
el

d 
C

ar
d 

(F
ea

tu
re

 Id
en

tif
ie

rs
) 

H
ab

ita
t 

Su
ita

bi
lit

y Structural stage (PEM 
variable; Ref:  Standard 
for Terrestrial Ecosystem 
Mapping) 

Predictive Ecosystem Mapping (PEM) variable of 
classified stages (1-7) of forest structure defined by 
both age and stand structure.  The reference is 
Standard for Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping.  A 
copy of the table can be found in Appendix 1. 
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Structural stage modifier 
(PEM variable; Ref:  
Standard for Terrestrial 
Ecosystem Mapping) 

As above, this variable further describes stand 
structure, specifically canopy layer.  Definitions are 
included in the table in Appendix 1. 

Vet Component  Yes or No entry defines whether a veteran tree 
component is necessary for a particular species 
habitat in a particular variant. 

Age Class Forest Cover Inventory Age Class required by a 
particular species in a stand within a particular 
variant. 

Lead Species Forest Cover Inventory Lead Species required by a 
particular species in a stand within a particular 
variant. 

Co-dominant Species Forest Cover Inventory Co-dominant Species 
required by a particular species in a stand within a 
particular variant. 

Sub-dominant Species Forest Cover Inventory Sub-dominant Species 
required by a particular species in a stand within a 
particular variant. 

Crown Closure Forest Cover Inventory Percent Crown Closure 
required by a particular species in a stand within a 
particular variant. 

Home Range Size Home range area in hectares for a particular species 
within a particular variant if available in IWMS 
2004 

Movement/Dispersal The amount of area (ha) or distance (m) a species 
can be expected to move within a particular variant, 
where information is available; movement typically 
refers to dispersal from its original nest or 
birth/rearing site, but can also refer to intra or inter-
seasonal movements.  

Habitat Features - 
Security 

One of three critical life requisites:  habitat required 
by a particular species within a particular variant to 
remain concealed from its predators and/or 
competitors. 

Habitat features - 
nesting/breeding 
 

One of three critical life requisites:  habitat required 
by a particular species within a particular variant for 
breeding and/or nesting. 

O
ff

ic
e 

D
et

ai
le

d 
Sp

ec
ie

s B
io

lo
gy

 

Habitat features - 
foraging 
 

One of three critical life requisites:  habitat required 
by a particular species within a particular variant for 
either hunting prey and/or browsing vegetation. 
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Habitat Threats Specific impacts and their causes that threaten 
habitat feature(s) necessary for one of the three 
critical life requisites (foraging, security, breeding) 
of a particular species within a particular variant. 

Disturbance Threats Specific impacts and their causes that disturb, 
interrupt, or terminate the activities of one of the 
three life requisites (foraging, security, breeding) of 
a particular species within a particular variant. 

GWM (General Wildlife 
Measures)-Access 
 

General Wildlife Measures defined in IWMS 
regarding access (road construction, traffic, etc) 
either immediately outside a WHA boundary or 
within a buffer where limited management activity is 
permitted. 

GWM-Havesting and 
silviculture 

General Wildlife Measures defined in IWMS 
regarding harvesting and silviculture either 
immediately outside a WHA boundary or within a 
buffer where limited management activity is 
permitted. 

GWM-Pesticides General Wildlife Measures defined in IWMS 
regarding pesticide use either immediately outside a 
WHA boundary or within a buffer where limited 
management activity is permitted. 

GWM-Range General Wildlife Measures defined in IWMS 
regarding livestock activity either immediately 
outside a WHA boundary or within a buffer where 
limited management activity is permitted. 

GWM-Recreation General Wildlife Measures defined in IWMS 
regarding recreation activity either immediately 
outside a WHA boundary or within a buffer where 
limited management activity is permitted. 

Additional Management 
Considerations 

Any additional information regarding habitat needs 
or necessary management that cannot be addressed 
by any other database variable (field); sometimes a 
more detailed explanation to facilitate understanding 
of field entries for a particular species within a 
particular variant. 
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Clear cut or partial cut The ‘best’ harvest option has been selected based on 
available information for a particular species within 
a particular variant; either a clear cut with wildlife 
tree patches (WTP) and/or reserves will be defined 
as best as possible with the information available, or 
a partial cut that will be defined as single tree or 
patch retention, and/or with opening size defined 
where possible. 
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Wildlife Tree Class (Ref:  
Biodiversity Guidebook) 

Wildlife Tree Classes (1-9) as defined in Appendix 6 
of the Biodiversity Guidebook that are required for 
retention to meet the life requisite habitat needs of a 
particular species within a particular variant.   

Single tree retention 
species 

Preferred species to be retained during block layout 
within a particular variant based on/estimated from 
habitat features necessary for a particular species’ 
life requisites. 

Single tree retention size 
(DBH limit or range in 
cm) 

Preferred diameter size (cm) of single trees that 
should be retained during block layout within a 
particular variant based on/estimated from habitat 
features necessary for a particular species’ life 
requisites. 

Buffer area around single 
tree (radius in meters) or 
stream (m or ha) 

The radius (m), or distance from the single tree 
selected for retention and the outer limit of its buffer 
to ensure windfirmness and/or provide security for a 
particular species within a particular variant; if 
riparian, the width of the riparian forest adjacent to 
the water’s edge that should be retained in a 
particular variant. 

Patch retention size (ha) 
(ie: WTP or retention 
area of some sort) 

The size (ha) of the reserved forested area within a 
cutblock within a particular variant, pending 
available information for a particular species to meet 
the habitat needs of its life requisites.  Where 
information was insufficient, a size range or lower 
area limit for Wildlife Tree Patches (WTPs) or other 
reserves is estimated. 

Stand structure for 
retention 

A brief, simple description, based on available 
information, of the forest structure expected to be 
retained within a particular variant based 
on/estimated from habitat features necessary for a 
particular species’ life requisites. 

Stand density for 
retention 

A standardized, brief description of stand density 
expected to be retained in a forest reserve, WTP, etc, 
within a particular variant, based on/estimated from 
habitat features necessary for a particular species’ 
life requisites. 

Key stand features for 
retention 

Any specific stand feature that should be retained, 
not already defined by existing database fields, that 
is needed for one of the three life requisites of a 
particular species within a particular variant. 

Patch species retention If a patch of trees, rather than a single tree, has been 
selected as the best estimated means to retain life 
requisite habitat features of a particular species, this 
would be that species’ preferred tree species within a 
particular variant. 
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s Reference(s) Cited For most species entered into the database, Identified 

Wildlife Management Strategy (IWMS) 2004 
provided the most recent species accounts and 
management criteria that were used.  Other articles, 
sources of information are listed here were relevant. 
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